DIB is a general-purpose package that allows a wide range of applications such as recursive backtrack, branch and bound, and alpha-beta search to be implemented on a multicomputer. It is very easy to use. The application program needs to specify only the root of the recursion tree, the computation to be performed at each node, and how to generate children at each node. In addition, the application program may optionally specify how to synthesize values of tree nodes from their children's values and how to disseminate information (such as bounds) either globally or locally in the tree. DIB uses a distributed algorithm, transparent to the application programmer, that divides the problem into subproblems and dynamically allocates them to any number of (potentially nonhomogeneous) machines. This algorithm requires only minimal support from the distributed operating system. DIB can recover from failures of machines even if they are not detected. DIB currently runs on the Crystal multicomputer at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Many applications have been implemented quite easily, including exhaustive traversal (N queens, knight's tour, negamax tree evaluation), branch and bound (traveling salesman) and alpha-beta search (the game of NIM). Speedup is excellent for exhaustive traversal and quite good for branch and bound.
INTRODUCTION
In the next few years, professionals from many areas will have access to multicomputers and advanced workstations connected by networks. A multicomputer is a collection of machines, each with its own local store, that cooperate by exchange of messages. A network of workstations is similar in that each machine can act independently but can cooperate with others through messages. eventually request work from Mi, so its work will be distributed. Thus, DIB contains an automatic load balancing mechanism. Information about work sent to other machines is retained to allow work to be redone in case of failures.
DIBs requirements from the distributed operating system are minimal. The machines must be connected by a network that supports a message-passing mechanism; each machine must be able to communicate, not necessarily directly, with all other machines. Only four procedures are required: (1) create process, (2) terminate process, (3) send message, and (4) receive message. One machine starts the computation by creating several DIB-like processes on several machines and sending start-up messages. (The current implementation uses about 60KB for the program and about 300KB for message buffers. This latter amount can be reduced substantially.) The computation terminates when the originating machine receives the final outcome and sends termination messages to all processes. We believe that any distributed operating system should support these four procedures, and, as a result, DIB could be quite easily ported to practically any multicomputer or workstation network. In particular, DIB contains the following flexible features:
(1) Each machine may run at a different speed, which may vary in time. DIB is currently implemented in Modula [26] on the Crystal multicomputer [5] with one process on each machine and is being ported to a local network of workstations running Unix.' Machines may give DIB reduced service for various reasons: (1) If the machine lowers DIBs priority, DIB, will slow down on that machine, and its work will be shed to other machines, (2) if the machine prevents DIB from making progress, but allows it to receive requests, other machines will acquire all the work from this machine and (3) if the machine refuses to let DIB execute at all, other machines will redo work given to this machine.
Fault tolerance is a major desideratum in parallel-algorithm design, since failures are inescapable even in a tightly coupled environment. In an environment of semiautonomous workstations, failures can be caused by workstation owners deciding to terminate all guest processes. DIB incorporates a new fault-tolerance technique. Machines redo work of other machines even if no failure has been detected. This redundant execution occurs while a machine that requested more work is waiting for a reply. Instead of sitting idly, it starts redoing work it gave away earlier but whose result it has not yet received. (The algorithm is described in detail in Section 7.) This strategy is especially important if failures are hard to detect, but it may lead to some redundant computation. One benefit of our approach is that it allows the design of fault-tolerant algorithms without the need for strict timeouts. Another benefit is that the fault-tolerance mechanism is independent of the operating system. l R. Finkel and U. Manber The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the class of problems for which DIB is useful, Section 3 presents related work, Section 4 discusses the application-program interface of DIB, Section 5 describes several distributed algorithms used in DIB, Section 6 presents experimental results and report on experience, Section 7 discusses fault tolerance, and Sections 8 and 9 offer suggestions for further research and final remarks and conclusions.
DESCRIPTION OF THE GENERAL CLASS OF PROBLEMS
In this section we give a brief description of the class of problems that can be supported by DIB. We expect this class to be extended as more people use DIB and more variations of DIB are developed.
We start with a very simple example. Consider computations that should be performed many times independently with different parameters (such as a loop in a program or a stochastic simulation). Assume that there are n such subproblems, PI, P2, . . . , P,,. If all Pi require approximately the same running time, then the work can be distributed statically. However, if the running times are unpredictable (or if the machines run at unpredictable speeds) then dynamic distribution of work is essential. The problem of dividing such subproblems among many machines with minimum overhead was considered in [20] . If n is large, it is usually not a good strategy to maintain all the subproblems in one machine and have all other machines fetch subproblems as needed. This is especially true if a description of a subproblem is so short that moving several together from one machine to another costs much less than moving them separately. DIB does not centralize subproblems but rather stores them on the machine where they first arise and later distributes them automatically, as described in Section 5.
The example described above trivially corresponds to a tree of height 1 with n children. The children are independent, and the root collects the results. In general, DIB is appropriate whenever computation is performed by traversing an arbitrary tree. The tree is usually built dynamically during the traversal. Each tree node gets initial data from its parent. The node may decide to generate several children (subproblems), or it may decide that it is a leaf, in which case it performs some computation and returns the result to its parent. Information flows down the tree as it is built and flows up the tree as subtrees complete. In addition, a node can accept new information from its parent after it is generated and can pass information to its live children. DIB may expand the frontier of the tree in an arbitrary order. Therefore, the application should be programmed so that its correctness does not depend on the order of expansion of nodes. DIB may expand the same node twice (to recover from failures). However, it ensures that the information reported back to a node from its children represents exactly one instance of every descendant.
Consider the following classic example of backtracking-the eight queens problem. The eight queens problem is to find all possible arrangements of eight (chess) queens on an 8-by-8 board such that no queen can attack another queen. Each queen must stand in a different row, so the question is how to assign corresponding column numbers. A simple way to solve this problem is to build a tree with the root having eight children corresponding to the eight possibilities of placing the first queen. Each of the children has five or six children corresponding to the possibilities of placing the second queen, and so on. Each leaf of height eight in the tree corresponds to a solution. All solutions can be discovered by traversing the tree; there is no need to actually build the whole tree first. The order of traversal is not important, and the traversal can be arbitrarily divided among the machines. A third class of applications involves global knowledge that can be improved when the search reaches a leaf. This is the situation in branch and bound, in which the global bound is used to prune further development of unsuccessful branches [ 171. There is a global objective function f, which assigns a value f(u) to each node IJ depending on values computed along the path from the root to u. We are usually interested in finding the leaf with the minimum value of the objective function. If a lower bound on the value of the objective function in a subtree rooted at a given internal node u exceeds the value already attained by a leaf, there is no need to explore further. A good heuristic is to explore those children with smaller objective-function values first in the hope that the other children can be pruned. DIB does not guarantee a fixed order of traversal, but it tends to explore the earlier children of a node before the later ones.
The most complicated DIB application requires information to be disseminated within a local region of the tree. This situation appears in alpha-beta search, in which the results synthesized by one child influence the bounds given to its later siblings. As each child finishes, its parent may update its data structures. This updated information can then be passed to new children. However, for alphabeta search to be efficient, it is necessary to pass updated information to children that have already been created and are actively exploring the tree. DIB allows such asynchronous propagation of data down the tree. The children that receive updates may provide updates for their children in turn.
DIBs only requirement of the application is that each subtree can be correctly searched without any knowledge of the outcome of any other search. Knowledge of the outcome of other searches may affect the efficiency of computation, but correctness must not depend on it. This requirement gives us complete freedom to distribute the work in any way we choose. Although this requirement may rule out some applications, it still leaves a rather large class of programs.
RELATED WORK
The field of distributed algorithms is growing. Several parallel implementations of specific algorithms and general methods have been reported recently. MollerNielsen and Staunstrup [22] have experimented with many different algorithms, including branch and bound, for a multicomputer with a small shared memory, and found that good speedups are possible when most of the tree has to be traversed. Mohan has implemented a branch-and-bound algorithm for the traveling salesman problem on the Cm* multiprocessor [21] . Vornberger has implemented a Hamiltonian cycle algorithm on a set of personal computers connected in a ring organization [25] . Kasahara and Narita describe parallel algorithms for control of robot arms; branch and bound constitutes part of their system, which they implemented on a set of microprocessors [13] . One approach to branch and bound is to have each processor compute one node of the search tree and then reassign work on the basis of the current bounds and cost functions [12] . The amount of communication needed is quite high.
Anomalies have been noticed in which superlinear speedups can be obtained if a high-quality solution is found early in the search [6, 151 Li and Wah try to maximize the number of anomalies by suggesting an evaluation order on the tree [ 181. Lai and Sprague studied conditions under which anomalies are guaranteed not to appear [16] .
Decompositions of alpha-beta search have been the subject of much effort. Baudet gives the entire problem to each machine, with each one constrained to find a solution within a different window [2] . Narrow windows speed up the search. He reports a speedup limited by about 6, no matter how many machines are used. Finkel and Fishburn describe a tree-splitting algorithm that maps subtrees of the lookahead tree to machines [6] . The machines are arranged in a static tree, and the mapping assigns subproblems of a given problem to the children of the machine with that problem. The speedup ranges from nl" on optimally sorted trees to n on pessimally sorted trees, where n is the number of machines. Akl and Barnard [l] suggest a method that Finkel and Fishburn [7] call mandatory work first, in which subtrees can be evaluated in two modes, full and partial. Only one subtree (the one that appears most likely to succeed) is fully evaluated; the others are partially evaluated and later fully evaluated if it turns out that they have a chance to be the best subtree. Analysis shows that this method results in speedup approximately no.' for optimally sorted trees and no.' for pessimally sorted trees, given a degree of about 40 for the lookahead tree and 2 for the processor tree.
These tree-splitting methods require a fixed processor tree. They suffer from machines sitting idle while work is still pending in other parts of the tree. They also allocate identical amounts of processing power to large regions of the tree, even though the leftmost region is most likely to yield results quickly.
All of these approaches fit into a more general class of quotient-network algorithms [8] , in which a logical problem structure (here, a tree structure) is mapped in some way onto the physical machines. (Under tree splitting, the map is dynamic, but the machines must be arranged as a tree, and the map respects tree level.) The DIB program that we will describe allows a highly dynamic association between logical subproblems and machines.
Considerable work is being done in designing distributed and parallel languages for different models of computations. Examples are Lynx [23] , Prolog [24] , Multilisp [ll], and Linda [lo] . Most of these efforts include work on efficient implementation of specific parallel algorithms that are required for implementing the language. We are not familiar with any work on distributed programming that is easy to use.
USER INTERFACE
To write an application, the user has to supply three procedures: Generate, FirstProb, and PrintAnswer. These procedures are similar to what one would need in a sequential program for this application.
The primary procedure is Generate, which DIB calls whenever it needs the next child of a node. DIB indicates whether it is looking for a first child or a later one. The application may respond with a new child or indicate that the node is a leaf (and has no children) or that it has no more children. To start the entire calculation, DIB calls FirstProb to generate the root of the search tree. To print the result of the calculation, DIB calls PrintAnswer on the root node. The formal definitions of these procedures are given in Appendix A. The appendix also shows routines that the application may provide at its option. Appendix B shows the N-queens application.
The DIB package produces three executable programs. The first is a sequential test program that runs interactively, asking for problem sizes and conducting searches. This program is used to debug the application. Most errors can thus be eliminated before resorting to distributed debugging, which is much harder. The second program resides on a supervisory machine and acts as an interactive front end to the distributed computation. Its user interface is very similar to the test program. The third program is placed on every work machine. It communicates infrequently with the supervisor program (principally for debugging and statistics collection) and regularly with other work machines.
In addition to the user interface, we have implemented a debugging interface that allows a user (or implementer) to select the verbosity of trace information from each machine and to display that information in a window on a bit-mapped display.
THE UNDERLYING DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM
In this section we describe the basic algorithm underlying the operations of DIB. We cannot give all the details of our algorithm here. (DIB is a 2000-line program.) The discussion on fault tolerance (which is a major part of the algorithm) will be presented in Section 7. We begin with some notation. Let T denote the computation tree. We associate with each node v of T a problem PO, which corresponds to the computation of the subtree rooted at v. We assume that a description of P, includes all the data required to perform the computation. Pmt is the problem we want to solve. Let P, be a problem such that v is an internal node, and let ul, up, . . . , uk be the children of v. To solve P, requires solving Pui, i = 1,2, . . . , lz and then combining the outcomes.
Assume that there are n machines Mi, M2, . . . , M,,, n > 1. Each machine MC maintains two tables, WorkGotten and WorkGiven. WorkGotten records problems for which this machine is responsible. These problems either come from other machines or are generated locally as this machine generates subproblems to give to other machines. Each entry in WorkGotten is labeled with its originating machine. As problems are finished, they are reported to the originating machine. This table therefore allows DIB to pass results back up the tree. WorkGiven records problems that Mi has distributed. It distinguishes problems given to other machines, problems given to Mi (which are also recorded in WorkGotten), and problems that have been generated (or received from elsewhere) that are unassigned. When an answer to one of these problems is reported, its parent is notified and the entry is removed from WorkGiven. This table allows l R. Finkel and U. Manber each machine to determine which work it is responsible for is still outstanding and to redo it in case of failures.
Most of the time, a machine traverses a tree without making or deleting any entries in these tables. Instead, it uses a standard recursion stack to record the path from the current problem to the root of its subtree. We call this the implicit representation of the search tree. In particular, if there is only one machine, each table contains only one entry: the root of the tree. The rest of the tree is in implicit representation. The explicit representation, recorded in the tables, is needed when the tree crosses machine boundaries. The most complex part of the DIB code converts an implicit representation to the explicit form near the root of an actively expanding traversal in order to give away part of the search while it is in progress.
When machine Mi has finished a problem and reported its result, it picks an unassigned problem from WorkGiven. If there are several, it picks the earliest one, that is, the one that appears first in a symmetric-order (inorder) traversal of the tree.' If WorkGiven has no unassigned work, Mi sends a request for work to other machines, which are selected by an algorithm that will be described later. When a problem arrives, it is placed in WorkGotten to show that the receiver is responsible for it, and in WorkGiven, as an unassigned problem, to indicate that it is available for computation, either to be given away or handled locally.
A machine Mj might receive a request for work from Mi while it is engaged in a search. Mj sets the search aside for a moment to try to grant this request by sending Mi some work, namely, the earliest unassigned problems in WorkGiven. If there is no available work in WorkGiven, the current problem Mj is working on, P,, is subdivided, and its children are placed in WorkGiven and WorkGotten. (This action requires that the machine convert the children of P, from implicit to explicit representation.) The child currently being searched by Mj is marked as assigned to Mj; its later siblings are marked as unassigned. Some of these latter are then sent to Mi. This subdivision is repeated, if necessary, until at least one unassigned problem is generated to send to Mi. However, if a subdivision reaches a trivial problem (not worth subdividing), or if it reaches the depth at which Mj is currently searching (too hard to convert to explicit representation), the request is not granted. Instead, the request is forwarded to some other machine. After dealing with Mis request, Mj returns to its own search.
It is important that P, be divided and the tables updated only when needed, since the implicit (stack) representation of the traversal is more efficient. Another strategy is to use explicit representation throughout the search [22] . This strategy requires much more space for trees with large fanout. On the other hand, our strategy requires two very different data structures for search trees, and the interactions between them were the major source of implementation errors.
The strategy used to select work to perform or to give away tends to work on the earlier parts of the search tree first. However, it does not guarantee any particular order of search because of the nondeterministic nature of work distribution. An experimental version of DIB allows Generate to specify a priority ' The application can take advantage of this order and generate more important suhprohlems first. that can lead to a different tendency, such as breadth first, similar to suggestions made by Burton [3] .
We have experimented with several algorithms for determining which machines to ask for work, how much work should be given away, and what to do if a request cannot be granted. Several tradeoffs, whose relative importance depends on the environment and the applications, are involved. Since communication is expensive in our environment, our most important goal is to minimize the number of request and work messages. The second goal is to minimize the idle time of machines that are waiting for work, and the third goal is to minimize dependency on the cooperation of all machines. (These goals have different costs if a shared memory or a "smart" network interface such as the ATON network is given [ 191; we use neither.) We decided not to use an approach that requires any global knowledge. Instead, we attempt to limit the required cooperation to a small set of machines whenever possible.
A similar general problem was studied by Manber who suggested several algorithms and proved lower bounds [20] . Only worst-case behavior was considered. His algorithms send a constant proportion of the available work (usually about a half) instead of one unit. This policy minimizes the number of messages but can lead to large messages. In many cases, the overhead in preparing, sending, and receiving one message outweighs the extra cost of larger messages. Large messages are not always a necessary consequence; one can often describe several subproblems together (for example, "three children of P, starting with C"). We found that communication costs (time spent on communication-related activities, including waiting) can increase by a factor of up to three when the portion of work given is small (less than five percent).
We tried several algorithms for choosing machines from which to request work. The first is similar to the simpler algorithm given by Manber. Each machine iVi keeps a variable called Helper. Helper is initially set to (i mod n) + 1, the successor of Mi. Mi sends a request for work to Helper. If Helper cannot grant the request, then it forwards the request to its successor. Once the request is granted, Mi sets the new value of Helper to be the successor of the machine that granted the request. This way requests are distributed fairly evenly. Machine 1, which is responsible for the root problem, broadcasts termination messages to all other machines when the result at the root becomes available.
This algorithm is simple and usually works well. Its main drawback is that the algorithm is not robust. If one machine fails, all requests may stop there. Another drawback is that near termination most machines have no work, so most request messages are forwarded many times. If there are many machines, they can flood the network before termination is announced.
Our second algorithm has each machine send requests for work to iz other machines selected at random. The constant k 2 1 may depend on n and on the application. Requests that cannot be granted are ignored, not forwarded. This algorithm keeps the number of messages small, even close to termination. There is a chance, however, that machine Mi will send requests to k other machines that are also looking for work or have failed. None will respond, so Mi will remain idle. We found that in general this happens rarely, except close to termination, when it makes little difference, or when many failures occur. In the applications l FL Finkel and U. Manber we tried, the amount of time spent in communication-related activities was very small (see Section 6.2).
A third algorithm, which we found works best when machines may fail, is to send a request for work to the next Helper (or several helpers) in cyclic order, as in the first method, but not to forward requests. Instead, if the requesting machine remains idle longer than a certain amount of time (a tunable parameter), it sends another request to the next Helper. This algorithm does not require timeout support from the underlying operating system, since it can use busy waiting for the short idle periods.
EXPERIMENTS

The Crystal Multicomputer
The Crystal multicomputer is a collection of VAX-11/750 computers (currently there are 20) each with 2MB of memory, connected by a 80 Mb/set token ring [4, 51. Crystal is a vehicle that serves a variety of research projects involving distributed computation. It can be used simultaneously by multiple research projects through partitioning the available processors according to the requirements of each project.
Users can employ the Crystal multicomputer in a number of ways. Projects that need direct control of processor resources can be implemented using a reliable communication service (the nugget) that resides on each machine. DIB is implemented with the assistance of a library package (the simple-application package) that interacts with the nugget. (Other layers of software also exist that DIB does not use.) Development, debugging, and execution of projects take place remotely through any of several VAX-11/780 hosts running Berkeley Unix 4.3. Acquiring a partition of machines, resetting each machine of the partition, and then loading an application onto each machine may be performed interactively from any host machine.
Preliminary Experimental Results
We have implemented the following applications: --N queens. Find all possible arrangements of N (chess) queens on an N-by-N board such that no queen can attack another queen. A count of solutions is passed up the tree.
-Negamax. Compute the negamax value of a tree with depth d and fanout f, where the static values of the leaves are selected from a uniform distribution.
(Negamax is a simple form of minimax, and is used to evaluate two-player game trees [14] .) Each machine has a copy of the leaf data. The negamax value is passed up the tree. -Traveling salesman. Find the cheapest Hamiltonian path through a complete graph of n vertices where the edge costs are selected from a uniform distribution. We use branch and bound, broadcasting each newly discovered minimum path cost. One implementation generates children of a node in arbitrary order (unsorted), the other in closest-first order (sorted). The best solution found is passed up the tree. (This is not a very good way to solve traveling salesman, but we chose it as a good example of simple branch and bound.) -Alpha-beta search. Make the same calculation as in the negamax problem using alpha-beta search, a much more efficient algorithm that prunes unnecessary calculation [ 141. Bounds information needed for pruning is passed down the tree. When a child finishes, its parent's bounds are improved if possible and passed both to active children (through asynchronous updates) and to children generated later. The negamax value is passed up the tree. -Other applications. We have also implemented knight's tour (recursive backtrack), Petri-net reachability, and knapsack (branch and bound) applications. We scale the efficiency curve by 100 to make it visible. The efficiency is generally above 90 percent and seems to degrade quite slowly as extra machines are added. This behavior is typical of exhaustive search applications. Figure 2 shows timings for the unsorted implementation of the ll-city traveling salesman problem for 1 to 16 machines. Distribution of work was handled by the first algorithm described in the previous section. The times are far greater than more sophisticated algorithms can achieve; we do not claim that branch and bound is the best way to solve this problem. The efficiency curve, which is scaled by 1000, shows an anomaly with more than 10 machines; the order in which DIB searched the tree was better than the serial algorithm. The number of leaves reached is shown to explain this anomaly; when the search found a good path early, fewer leaves were reached, and the efficiency was higher.
The sorted implementation of traveling salesman was about 4 times faster and did not display anomalies. The efficiency declined slowly to 75 percent at 15 machines. This degradation is caused by searching parts of the tree that a more serial algorithm would have pruned earlier.
Each machine measures elapsed time in several categories: time spent in communication (generating messages, waiting for buffers, processing requests), time spent idly waiting for another machine to grant a request for work, time spent idly before discovering termination, and time spent computing. Table I presents the computing and communcation timings for 16 machines jointly solving a 14-city unsorted traveling salesman problem. It is striking how equally work is distributed among the machines.
Our experiments with alpha-beta search yield less impressive results. Figure 3 shows the efficiency curves and the number of leaves searched (reduced by a factor of 100) for a tree of fanout 3, depth 11. These numbers represent an implementation that uses the asynchronous update mechanism mentioned earlier; without that mechanism, the efficiency is considerably worse. The reason we see poor speedup for alpha-beta search is that each simultaneous search acts in ignorance of information being gathered by others.
FAULT TOLERANCE
Fault tolerance is a crucial area in distributed computing. In an environment of personal workstations, hardware or software failures are not the only types of failures. An application running DIB may borrow cycles from other machines whose owner may decide at one point to stop all guest processes. As a result, the likelihood of failures may be independent of the hardware, and their distribution may be unpredictable. We need an algorithm that can tolerate any number of failures.
We have tried a new approach for achieving fault tolerance. We allow machines to perform work given to other machines even if no failure has been detected. This strategy has two benefits:
(1) It works even if failures are hard to detect.
(2) It requires no timeouts and no "heartbeat" messages. Therefore, DIB does not depend on environment-specific facilities and is quite portable.
However, this strategy can lead to redundant computation. This redundancy must be minimized without introducing communication overhead above that of a fault-detection mechanism. Moreover, it makes the algorithms much more complicated. Although we have successfully implemented this approach, we feel that more work has to be done to see whether the benefits outweigh the added complexity. At the end of this section we present an approach that allows limited timeouts.
The fault-tolerance algorithm works as follows. When a machine A4i finishes its work and its WorkGiven table is not empty, some other machine still has work to do, or all work is finished except that assigned to machines that failed. Mi does not attempt to distinguish between these two possibilities. Since it must wait in any case for another machine to grant its request, it uses the waiting time to redo some outstanding work in its WLrkGiven table. Redundant work has low priority and is discarded if Mis request is granted with nonredundant work (which happens most of the time). If Mi is asked for work while computing redundant work, it grants the request as before, labeling the work it grants as redundant. Even this work may be redone by Mi later, at a higher level of redundancy. Whenever Mi needs to select work from WorkGiven to perform or give away, it chooses available work at the lowest redundancy level. If there is none, it chooses work given away at the lowest redundancy level to redo, raising its redundancy in the process. Within a redundancy level, work earlier in the tree (in symmetric order) is chosen. Since the same work may be performed by two machines, its result may be received twice. The first result removes the entry from WorkGiven, and the second result is discarded. As long as machine 1 (which is responsible for the root) survives, the tree will eventually be searched completely. To increase robustness, we can initially give the root problem to several machines and mark all but one copy as redundant. (We have not implemented this scheme.)
This fault-tolerance algorithm is very robust. Unfortunately, it is not always efficient. A failing machine may be responsible for a large piece of work. When this machine fails, its parent (that is, the machine responsible for the parent of the root of this work) will redo the work. This reclundant work can only be distributed if other machines send requests to the parent. Requests that go elsewhere will not be granted; if they are not forwarded, the requesters will remain idle. We therefore forward ungranted requests, and we send requests not to one but to several machines. The cost of such a method is that it increases the number of messages needed to distribute the work.
A second problem is a chain of processes ancestral to a failing process. Assume that Ml gave some work to M2, which in turn gave some of it to MS, which failed before reporting the result back to M2. When their other work is finished, both M1 and M2 will redo the work they gave away. What Mz is redoing is worth the effort; M,, however, is redoing both work already finished but not yet reported by M2 and work being redone by M,, both of which are unnecessary. This problem becomes more serious with longer chains.
We have experimented with two algorithms, which can be called tell parent and tell child, that reduce this unnecessary computation. Neither uses acknowledgements or timeouts. Under the tell-parent method, when MS starts redoing work, it informs Ml of this fact, and Ml marks the outstanding work given to M2 as slightly more redundant. It also directs its next request for work to M2. The redundancy setting makes redoing M2s work less preferable, and directing a request to M2 allows Ml to help Mz in its redundant (but necessary) work. Our implementation of the tell-parent method suffered from an enormous increase in messages, often swamping the total computation time with communication time. Under the tell-child method, when Ml starts redoing work, it informs M2 of this fact. Mz treats this information as a request for work, granting some of its redundant (but necessary) work to its parent Ml. Our implementation of the l FL Finkel and U. Manber tell-child method often cures the ancestral-chain problem. A more detailed discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper.
We also implemented an algorithm that allows limited timeouts, as described at the end of Section 5. When used in conjunction with the third method for choosing a Helper (cyclic Helper, no forwarding, request again if idle too long), the tell-child method seems to behave very well. For example, the lo-queens problem ordinarily takes about 143 seconds (aggregate) to complete on 4 machines, each of which spends about 35.8 seconds of productive work (and about 0.6 seconds of communication and redundant work). When one machine is halted after 20 seconds, 16.4 seconds of redundant work were needed. This work is distributed evenly across the remaining three machines (none was idle longer than 0.3 seconds).
FURTHER RESEARCH
There are several directions for advancing this research. We are currently looking at the following areas:
-Letting the application specify a priority for each node. DIB would not grant work near the root of a subproblem if siblings of the current search deeper in the tree have a higher priority. In this way, alpha-beta search can force splitting deeper in the tree. Initial experiments with this idea have shown that it is hard for alpha-beta search to set priorities well. Strict depth-first search priorities result in a strange behavior in which most nodes are searched before any siblings have been finished, and therefore, have poor initial bounds. Asynchronous update messages are sent with high frequency. -Improving the tell-parent and tell-child algorithms to avoid unnecessary redundant work.
-Adapting DIB to similar application areas. We are currently looking at more sophisticated techniques for Petri-net reachability problems, branch-andmerge algorithms for counting (or proving existence) of combinatorial objects, and digital circuit diagnosability problems.
-Distributing work not solely by request from underloaded nodes, but also by the initiative of overloaded nodes. This facility will help shed the load from hot spots, which occur near the end of computation and when machines have failed.
-Extending DIB to manage applications whose purpose is to build a tree (not to compute a tree-based function) that might need to be modified later. For example, nearest-neighbor searches in I2-d trees have a preprocessing phase, in which the initial data are stored in a tree [9] . DIB can help distribute the effort of building the tree. During the query phase, requests arrive at the root and are transmitted to the machine holding the appropriate subtree. Updates to the data set may occur during the query phase; if these changes require recalculating parts of the tree, DIB should start up again. The machine that decides to recalculate is a hot spot and needs to shed its work.
-Analyzing the performance of the various algorithms for work distribution, distributed termination, and fault tolerance. Much of our effort has been experimental, although related algorithms have been analyzed [ 201. -Adapting DIB to be used as an instructional tool in networking and distributed computing courses.
9. CONCLUSIONS DIB is a first attempt at providing an easily used facility for writing distributed programs involving backtracking. The distributed part of DIB is completely hidden from the user, making it especially suitable for programmers without expertise in distributed or parallel programming. The distribution of work in DIB is dynamic, making it suitable for nonhomogeneous environments. DIB requires minimal support from the distributed operating system and, as a result, it should be relatively portable.
Our results so far indicate that for simple programs DIB is an efficient and easily used tool for automatically distributing work. Exhaustive search is distributed extremely uniformly with very little performance penalty. Applications that use branch Bnd bound should generate worthier children first to take advantage of DIBs search order. Some loss of efficiency is introduced by failing to prune work until it has already been undertaken, but we still see very high efficiency. Alpha-beta search, which needs information to be distributed locally in the tree, does not yet show much improvement with DIB over serial algorithms; we are exploring ways to make this application efficient as well.
The design of DIB leads to a natural mechanism for fault tolerance. Our experience shows that this feature makes DIB very robust. We are studying ways to minimize the amount of unnecessary redundant computation. ;i p arent has just been modified; Child has already been generated. Update Child's information on the basis of the Parent. If Child's live children must also be notified of its change, set Again to true. This procedure is optional; the default supplied by DIB does nothing and sets Again to false. *) (* The following routines are used for initialization, debugging, and printing results. They are invoked both on the supervisor and on work machines. *) procedure ApplicInit(out PSize: integer); (* Initialize any data structures and report the size of ProblemType to make sure that DIBs message-size assumptions are not violated. *) 
